
DIRECTIONS
Where do we go, where have we been, how do we get to the
place we want to be?

Urban, city, paint, arrow, apart, move, journey
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EDITORS WELCOME

Direction
James F Peck
Taken | 2021 | 50mm
F/2.8 | 1/1,600

T hank you for reading the second edition of Yorishiro, the showcase
magazine for our artistic gifts. This month we are selling the stark brutal
photo ‘Directions’ a hard and solid warning to comply and conform.

Many simple symbols and signs often only need to imply the need to do
something to make it valid and accepted. We all know the need to follow the
highway code for example but how many of us follow it to the letter?

Directions makes us think about how we act as a collective people and why we
do things that others tell us to. A one way street is there to make sure we all go in
the same direction but are we all going to the same place?

I loved the texture of the pavement and its start and contrasting primary colours
of the paint used for the arrow. Do we stay on this point, do we move in-between,
do we follow the route set out?

As a collective are we happy following the orders and commands of others or do
we just forget the rules and throw them away?

How does this image make you feel, is it one of comfort knowing you are doing
the right thing or is it painful to see and a mark that needs to be washed off?

Everyone will look at this image proceed differently and everyone will make their
own decisions on how to proceed.

JAMES F PECK



Yorishiro stamp on back

C90011 | E3C836 | C0B8BE | 1F272D | 783441

Each print comes with:

A certificate of authentication to show that this will be the only print ever made..

A hand written document outlining where the photo was taken and the reasons
behind its creation signed by the photographer.

Featuring:

RICH VIBRANT COLOURS
NATURAL LIGHTING
A2 SIZE PRINT ON SMOOTH PEARL PROFESSIONAL PAPERS

PRINT ID | 061

£395
ITEM PRICE INCLUDES PRINT | PICTURE FRAME AND DELIVERY ONLY

High Resolution Images

Aluminium frame & anti reflective glass



High Resolution Images

090909 | 121E4B | 666467 | 9C9A9A | 0A0A0A

‘Town Steps’

Where do you go after a good meal and a drink in
the evenings. This is what I was thinking when
taking a stroll at night in Aldeburgh on the Suffolk
coast last year.

Right at the top of the steps you can see out over
the houses and shops below and out to the sea
beyond. The warm glow of the street lamps give
off the only lights as everyone else has gone to
bed or is walking home for the night.

PRINT ID | 060

£395
ITEM PRICE INCLUDES PRINT | PICTURE FRAME AND DELIVERY ONLY

Aluminium frame & anti reflective glass

Yorishiro stamp
on back



Yorishiro stamp on back
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Each print comes with:

A certificate of authentication to show that this will be the only print ever made..

A hand written document outlining where the photo was taken and the reasons
behind its creation signed by the photographer.

Featuring:

RICH VIBRANT COLOURS
NATURAL LIGHTING
A2 SIZE PRINT ON SMOOTH PEARL PROFESSIONAL PAPERS

PRINT ID | 059

£395
ITEM PRICE INCLUDES PRINT | PICTURE FRAME AND DELIVERY ONLY

High Resolution Images

Aluminium frame & anti reflective glass
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